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We assume that the average muon energy is~of the neutrino energy. This assumption is consistent with the neutrino energy distribution determined for events observed in the calorimeter, after applying corrections for energy escape and calibration. We 
The mass of the hadronic final state is W= (M' + 2Mv -q')'i', where M is the proton mass, A(W) is an expression which is zero at the inelastic threshold and goes smoothly to 1.0 for 8' larger than approximately 2 GeV, and~' = (1+ W'/q') '.
The coefficients c"were obtained by calculating the proton cross section using the above forms, averaging over the spectrometer acceptance, and fitting to the data. The resulting proton structure functions were integrated over the Fermi motion of the proton within the deuteron. The forms of these "smeared" proton structure functions were'
where p is the four-momentum of the proton (now off the mass shell), q = (0, 0, q"-v) is the four-mo- We removed the effects of smearing from the neutron-to-proton ratio by calculating S", the smearing correction for the neutron, and forming the unsmeared ratio o"/o~= (a",/o~, }S"/S~. Fig. 1(b Table I and plotted in Fig. 1(a) The most prominent feature of Fig. 1(a) is the pronounced decrease in o"/o~a s x increases. The ratio (Pd-n n P,)/(Pd -r n+n) at rest, with spectator moments ( 300 Mev/c, has been measured and found to be 0.68+ 0.07. This implies that (75 + 8)% of the annihilations in deuterium into two pions come from odd NW orbital angular momenta, in disagreement with the &-state-dominance hypothesis. It has also been observed that the Pd -n n. p, production rate depends on the spectator momentum, which suggests energysensitive NN phenomena near threshold.
A fraction of our Pd film, obtained using the 30-in. Brookhaven National Laboratory deuterium bubble chamber exposed to a stopping antiproton beam, has been analyzed to study the reactions Pd-s'n n, , pd 77 Tf p~~( 1) (2) One part of the film, containing 2.5x10' annihilations, has been double scanned for these reactions concurrently, using the following acceptance criteria: (a) events with a single negative track having a projected length &15 cm and a projected momentum & 500 MeV/c in all three views (one-prong); (b) events with two tracks, the negative one satisfying the criteria as in (a) and the positive being a stopping proton (duo-Prong); (c) events with two tracks, both of them satisfying the criteria as in (a) and, in addition, having a projected opening angle &164' (co/linear).
These criteria have been chosen so that the efficiencies for detecting Reactions (1) and (2) are independent of the spectator momenta up to -300 MeV/c, while they reduce substantially the measuring effort. In addition, another part of the film was scanned and measured for one-and twoprong events without the momentum cut. These events are included in the analysis and are also used to normalize the high-momentum spectra obtained with the criteria (a) and (b) to the total number of one-and two-prong events. Reactions
(1) and (2) have been identified on the basis of the measured momenta as follows.
Iteaction (1). -In Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(d) Fig. 1(c) . It fits
